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Assignee:
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Category:
Description
gnome software is a nice toll to browse package but in parabola some category wont show any package and the loading is kinda
stuck. if someone want to fix , I suggest to rebranding it for better integration. screnshots included below.
Related issues:
Related to Packages - Packaging Request #1413: [partial fixes] Package deblob...

in progress

Related to Installation Media - Bug #769: software center for Parabola grapic...

fixed

2015-08-03

2018-01-07

History
#1 - 2015-09-29 05:59 AM - Anonymous
- Assignee set to Anonymous
#2 - 2015-10-02 10:17 PM - totalchaos
I watched the same behaviour, but in Archlinux as well. Hope that it will be fixed upstream with Gnome 3.18. Very annoying indeed.
#3 - 2015-10-13 05:34 AM - totalchaos
Unfortunately, the same behaviour on 3.18 as well :-(
#4 - 2015-10-13 01:21 PM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from problem with gnome-software to [packagekit] problem with gnome-software
#5 - 2015-10-13 01:22 PM - Anonymous
- Priority changed from wish to bug
- Status changed from open to in progress
#6 - 2015-10-15 06:48 AM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from [packagekit] problem with gnome-software to [archlinux-appstream-data] problem with gnome-software
it should be rebranding to parabola-appstream-data, also AppStream XML files (appstream.xml, appstream-failed.xml and appstream-icons) should
be rebuilt with our unified software metadata database instead of Arch to solve this issue.
#7 - 2015-10-15 06:53 AM - Anonymous
- Priority changed from bug to freedom issue
Also archlinux-appstream-data contains metadata info about nonfree packages on those AppStream XML files
#8 - 2015-10-15 06:58 AM - Anonymous
- Assignee changed from Anonymous to ovruni
#9 - 2017-07-11 03:18 AM - isacdaavid
- Related to Packaging Request #1413: [partial fixes] Package deblobed version of gnome-software. Was: [gnome-software][discover] offers non-free
software & shows incorrect licenses added
#10 - 2017-07-11 08:35 AM - isacdaavid
the first solution strategy that came to my mind to automate the cleaning of those files was using an XML parser interfacing with the blacklist to prune
proprietary nodes. however that's only half a solution.
this is what Arch and Debian use to generate AppStream metadata collections from their repositories: https://github.com/ximion/appstream-generator
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why not do the same?
#11 - 2017-10-08 07:18 AM - isacdaavid
- Related to Bug #769: software center for Parabola grapichal live ISO added
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